
A practitioner's guide to the US collegiate system

A PRACTITIONER'S GUIDE TO
THE US COLLEGIATE SYSTEM

The purpose of this guide is to inform practitioners of the key issues and considerations 
surrounding college sport in the United States (US) . We hope that this practical guide 
can empower practitioners to support their athletes in making an informed decision 
around the US college route.

The guide is based on several research projects conducted by TASS. These projects have 
worked with athletes and staff from a wide range of different sports: basketball, tennis, 
rowing, squash, athletics and hockey. The research team have collated some common 
concerns and issues for athletes to inform practitioners.



Supporting Overseas Athletes
Why Support athletes?
An increasing number of athletes are considering their options for combining sport and 
education abroad, including moving into the American collegiate system. 

TASS conducted research that explored the different policies that national governing bodies 
(NGB) have towards athletes migrating overseas and the impact of these policies on athlete 
behaviour. 

Five policy themes emerged from the research. These policies and their impact on athletes’ 
decisions and experience is outlined below.

No policy
Athletes still chose to go 
overseas despite having 
no guidance from their 

NGB

Athletes are more likely 
to make un-informed 

decisions and risk a poor 
athlete experience

“They would go to 
the college, we'd lose 
them for four years or 
whatever. Wouldn't 

really have much contact 
with them, then they 
would come back and 

they would have either 
improved or not.”

“This is how little I 
knew. I went to [college] 

and I knew it was in 
California, that was cool. 

I thought it was 
somewhere warm and 
sunny. That's cool. The 
reason I pretty much 

went is because it was 
warm and sunny and it 

was in the movies.”

Policies to 
deter athletes 
going overseas
(e.g., removing 

funding)  

Very little impact on 
athletes decision to go 

overseas

Opportunities in sport, 
education and life 
experiences were 

considered more important 
than being on the national 

programme

This, therefore, reduced the 
numbers of athletes in the 

NGBs talent pathway

“The current policy is 
we won't pay for 

players to return… if 
they are selected, 

they have to pay for 
their flight back here, 
and then we pick up 
all costs once they 

land in the UK.”

The problem with that, in 
my opinion, is that when 

you're 18-years-old - I 
don't know if I'm actually 

going to [compete] for 
GB, but I have the 

opportunity to go to one 
of the best universities in 

the world. Essentially 
put myself in a position 
to be able to set up my 

life.

Policy Impact Staff perspective Athlete perspective

Some NGBs either had no policy in place to support athlete migration or actively tried to 
discourage athletes from considering this route by removing funding or national competitive 
opportunities. 
From an athlete standpoint, these policies had little effect on their desire to migrate and they 
were willing to forego their national opportunities in order to benefit from the sport, education 
and personal experiences that migration offered them. 
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Supporting Overseas Athletes

Some NGB policies focused specifically on the decision-making and recruitment phase of this 
transition, while others focused on tracking the performance of athletes during their time in the 
US. These approaches are effective in supporting athletes before migration, but they leave 
athletes unsupported once they arrived in the US.

Promote all 
options 

(overseas and at 
home)

Empowers the athletes 
to make an informed 

decision on what is best 
for them

But options in the UK 
are not often promoted 

to athletes early 
enough, whereas they 
are approached by US 

colleges

“It's not for us to 
determine which way 
they go. It's got to be 

down to the individual's 
choice... Surely. Surely. 

The parent and the 
individual have got to 

determine whether this 
is right for them, their 

family, and this 
individual.”

“I think because it was so 
early on and the 

application process was 
completely done [for the 
US] before the UK one 

would have even started… 
I started in August 2016, 
and November 2015, I 
already had this likely 

letter. I didn't really have 
to consider any UK 

options.”

Policy Impact Staff perspective Athlete perspective

Support of 
recruitment 

process

Empowers the athletes 
to make an informed 

decision of what is best 
for them

Promotes positive 
athlete experiences

But athletes are not 
supported through the 

transition once they 
have left home

“A lot of the work that I 
try and do from a PL 

perspective is with the 
players around 

themselves to allow 
them to then make 

really well-informed 
decisions going forward, 
because they know what 

environment they're 
going to be best suited 

to as well. ”

““If we choose to leave the 
country, I think the same 
communication should be 

required, as those that 
would be in England... It 

should be their 
responsibility to hold on to 

people because the 
decision made is, I'll go to 
America because I think 
this is the life for me, I 

think this is a setup for me. 
US [NGB]s aren't going to 

support you.”

Tracking 
performance of  

athletes 
overseas

Maintains talent that is 
eligible to compete 

nationally

Recognises the 
performance benefits 
overseas options can 

have

But, without direct 
communication with the 

athlete, could be 
unaware of challenges 

that impact performance

“The American system is 
much better at putting 
stuff online. If they've 
done a recent race or 
anything like that, we 

can just usually find out 
straight away where 
they're sitting and 

where the results are. If 
there are good colleges 
…then we know they're 
people that we should 

be interested in, 
effectively.”

“I would just come back 
for Christmas for two 
weeks, very short and 

sharp, and then I'd come 
back for the summer. I 
wasn't really in contact 
with anyone from the 
NGB. Nothing really, 

actually, all four years.”
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The final policy theme was a collaboration between practitioners in the UK and practitioners in 
the US. Collaborations could be formed during the recruitment process, but then continued 
throughout the athlete's time overseas.

This approach was considered to be beneficial for both the NGB and the athlete because:
1. It enables NGBs to remain in contact with their talented athletes
2. It enables athletes to return to the national team or compete internationally
3. It enables NGBs to have an input into the athletes’ training. 
4. It means that athletes have a point of contact outside of their US colleges to discuss 

challenges they might be experiencing.

The following guide outlines some tools to promote a proactive approache to supporting 
athletes considering the US collegiate route.

Supporting Overseas Athletes

Collaboration 
with overseas 
stakeholders

Supports transition from 
home to overseas 

practitioners 

NGBs can intervene if 
athletes are unable to 

cope or experience 
adversity 

Talent developed 
overseas can support 

senior talent upon 
return home

“It's more a case now of 
how can we best work 

with those colleges, and 
how can we actually set 

up a structure that 
allows us to help to 

facilitate and improve 
them, and have some 

sort of input in that and 
actually build that 
dialogue and those 

relationships with those 
colleges”

“Yes, [he]’s always 
available. I spoke to 

[him] pretty regularly
and just keep abreast on 
how life was and what 

was going on.... Just sort 
of check-ins and just 

going through the 
program with me. I 
imagine if there had 

been a point - where I 
really needed additional 
support- he would have 

been there for me.”

Policy Impact Staff perspective Athlete perspective

Understanding the UK and US Systems 
From the research, we found that many athletes make the 

decision to pursue the US route without fully understanding the 

US system or their options within the UK and the US. 

We, therefore, recommend practitioners to work with athletes to: 

• Understand the key differences between the US and UK routes

• Understand the challenges and benefits of these routes 
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UK System US System

Key differences

Undergraduate programmes take three years Undergraduate programs take four years

Degree content is subject specific Degree content covers a wide range of subjects 

Two exam periods in a year Continual assessments throughout the year

Cost £9,000+ a year Average cost £27,600 a year

Season usually last half the year (6 months, 
either summer or winter)

Seasons last just one term (3 months, fall, 
winter or spring)

Benefits Challenges Benefits Challenges

Opportunities in 
Universities –

scholarships available 
for academic flexibility 

Scholarships are rarely 
available for tuition 

fees 

Full ride scholarships 
are available 

(Tuition fees, living 
costs and expenses)

Scholarships are highly 
competitive

Opportunities to play 
in multiple leagues 
(club, national and 

BUCS)

Potentially a lower 
quality of competition

Potentially higher 
quality of competition

Can only compete for 
your college (and 

nationally with 
permission)

Playing time is not 
guaranteed 

More familiar culture 
and environment

Less life experience
Opportunity to 

experience a different 
country and culture

Adjusting to a new 
environment 

Closer to family and 
friends

Less experience 
working with different 

people

Opportunity to meet 
new people from 

different backgrounds 

Further away from 
family and friends

Understanding the UK and US Systems 
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Considering Options in the US 
Once athletes have made an informed decision to pursue the US route, there are still some 

important options for them to consider. Many athletes focused exclusively on the NCAA 

division 1. However, considering all the options is key to supporting athletes to make the 

right college selection for them:

NCAA (National Collegiate Athletic Association)

•This is the biggest organisation for US sport and is the best known in the UK. The NCAA is further split 
into three divisions: D1, D2, and D3. 

•Within each division, there are regional conferences of schools in closer proximity that compete 
against each other more regularly. Some conferences are considered to be of a higher level than 
others depending on the sport. Examples include: Big 10, Big 12, Pac 12, and ACC. Ivy leagues colleges 
make up a conference of their own and do not offer athletic scholarships, but do offer means tested 
payments. 

Division 1 

•This division has a reputation for the highest standard of competition, this division is made up of 
around 350 large schools, all of which emphasise high grades. 

•Full ride scholarships are available, but athlete will need to be at the top of their sport and have a 
strong academic grades and test scores to be considered for these colleges. 

Division 2 

•This division is made up of slightly smaller schools than D1, but the level of sport is still very 
competitive. 

•In general, scholarships are available but less that D1, more often offering partial scholarships. 

Division 3

•These schools only offer academic scholarships, no sporting scholarships. Therefore, athletes need to 
have very strong academics to receive one. 

•Again the competition is still considered to be a high level. 

NAIA (National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics)

•This is a separate organisation to the NCAA and is made up of around 200 schools. The level is usually 
considered comparable to NCAA division 2. 

•Both academic and athletic scholarships are available for athletes. 

NJCAA (National Junior College Athletic Association)

•Junior colleges (JuCos) offer two year programmes, rather than the usual four years. They offer great 
opportunities for students who didn’t make the academic grades for a four year school. After two 
years, you can transfer to a four year school and complete your degree.

•The level of competition is high and many athletes go from JuCos to D1 schools. 
•Athletic and academic scholarships are available.
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Creating a Criteria List 
To help athletes make an informed decision around the best college for them, it is helpful to 

encourage them to create a criteria list of features they want their college to have. 

The diagram below shows some key features for athletes to consider. 

How to 
select a 
college

Expected 
game/ 

competitio
n time Fit within 

the roster / 
team

Style of 
play of the 

team

Coach & 
coaching 
staff style

Compatibili
ty with 

players on 
the roster

Support 
available at 
the college

Academic 
and career 
opportuniti
es available

Geographic
al location

Diversity of 
the college

Size of the 
college

Flexibility 
options at 

the college, 
i.e. summer 

school

What are your 
non-negotiables? 

What are your 
top 3 criteria? Once they have identified some key criteria, they can label those 

that are most important to them and ones that are not negotiable 

(i.e., a feature that their college must have). 

This process will help athletes to outline what type of experience 

they want from the US. 
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The Recruitment Process
The recruitment process can be a challenging time for athletes for the following reasons: 

• There are a lot of different options for them to consider

• The eligibility and recruitment process can be confusing 

• This will be a new experience for many of them 

• Some athletes might be struggling to get any offers 

• Schools often want to promote athletes that have committed early

Reflect
Check against your criteria list – is the 
offer right for you?

If not, go back to your options

Prepare

Collect as much 
information as 

possible 

Take all the visits 
you can

Be 
aware

Recruitment might not be as transparent 
as you might think

Are other people influencing your 
decision? 

Don’t get distracted by the ‘bright lights’ 

To support athletes to make informed decisions, we would encourage practitioners to 

recommend the following process to any athlete going through the recruitment process:

This will help athletes to avoid some common pitfalls such as: 

• Not researching schools or talking to other athletes about their experience at a 

school 

• Committing to schools without visiting them 

• Committing to the first offer they receive or the first school they visit 

• Focusing on the facilities at the college rather than considering the experience as a 

whole 

• Committing to schools that do not meet their needs 

• Becoming pressured to accept an offer due to social media or other people 
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NCAA Recruitment and Eligibility
If your athletes are considering the NCAA, it is also important to understand that they have 

a strict eligibility criteria and certain tests you need to complete. 

Our recommendations to athletes are: 

• Set up an account with the NCAA eligibility centre 

• Start the process as early as possible 

The timeline below outlines key goals to make sure athletes can enrol on time: 

Click to 

head to 

the 

website

Year 9
• GCSE selection, see NCAA core courses (pg 532)

Year 10
• Register for a NCAA eligibility centre account

Year 11

• GCSE exams
• Check GPA requirements for division you are aiming for
• Consider options for A Level, or BTEC, see NCAA core courses (pg 532)

Year 12
• SAT or ACT exams
• Start recruitment process 

Year 13

• A Level or BTEC exams
• Continue recruitment process
• Select the best college for you 

Enrol in 
college

• Play or compete for a maximum of four years
• or consider rules on ‘grace periods’

https://web3.ncaa.org/ecwr3/
http://fs.ncaa.org/Docs/eligibility_center/International_Information/International_Guide.pdf
http://fs.ncaa.org/Docs/eligibility_center/International_Information/International_Guide.pdf
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Interacting with Schools and Colleges
Interacting with colleges during the recruitment process can be daunting for athletes. The 

following includes some tips to avoid common pitfalls during this process.

Some red flags, which should warn athletes to be wary, include:

• Being pressured to make a decision (by a coach or agent)

• Coaches being reluctant to commit either way

• Coaches over-selling their school

• Only offering a scholarship for the first year

•Head coach has travelled to watch you 
play/compete

•Athletes in the team make you feel welcome 
•Coach has paid for you to visit the school
•Itinerary has been developed for your visit 

Strong 
Interest

•On a visit but no itinerary developed for 
you 

•Regular and consistent communication 
with the head coach

•Players on the team aren’t invested in 
talking to you 

Some interest

•No official visit has been 
offered 

•You only communicate with 
the assistant coach or you 
receive a slow response 
from the head coach

Weak interest

During the recruitment process, it is important for athletes to understand the difference 

between a coach showing an interest in them and making them a formal offer for a 

scholarship.

We would recommend that athletes 

do not limit their options by talking 

to just one school even if that 

school has promised or delivered

a formal offer. Keeping their 

options open can enable 

them to make the right 

decision for them.

Remember: Coaches are trying to attract athletes to their school – they will try to make 

it sound more appealing. It’s important athletes experience the reality through visits 

and talking to current athletes on the team. 
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Interacting with Schools and Colleges
Athlete experiences of the recruitment process

Talking to Coaches:
"So, I only spoke to, literally, two colleges. But other than that, I didn’t even have anyone 
else that I spoke to... So, I literally had two options. I went on two visits. Erm, so I know 
some people have really extensive requirement processes, but mine was non-existent. I 
didn’t have any choices, you know, it was just [two choices]." (Athlete)

Getting offers:
"I mean, ultimately the decision wasn’t up to me because, I mean, but a lot of big time 
schools, will have people as their back up... So, I was going to commit and I was like “let me 
know when I can call you to commit” and she kept putting it off, putting it off and then 
after two weeks, she called me and before I got to say anything she was like “hey, we just 
gave away our last scholarship, I’m so sorry”. (Athlete)

Coach interest:
"It was fun, it was exciting, everyone wants to be wanted and they send you so many cool
stuff and so many pictures and all that stuff. It is fun, it's exciting, but for me it was more
you could tell who wanted you by who rang you and how enthusiastic they were when they
rang you. Because schools that really wanted me, the head coach would always talk to me,
they would always ring me, they'd always check how I was playing and stuff. [Other
schools] I never spoke to the head coach before I stepped foot on campus.
He didn't even know how I played. I got there and he didn't even know what type of player
I was. It was done all through the assistant coaches and it was very much, "Oh, come if you
want," (Athlete)

Questions for athletes to ask US coaches during recruitment discussions:

• Will I be able to do my chosen major alongside my athletic schedule?

• What role do you see me playing in the squad / team?

• Can I talk with other athletes at the college?

• Is an official visit to the school possible?

• What does a typical day look like?

Understanding what is being offered: 
"I didn't really know what I was doing and what I was signing and if they'd done something 
in a small print somewhere saying that I only had a one-year term, which I was never really 
made aware of, but somehow they managed to do it. Basically, they told me, "Look, we'd 
love you to stay but we don't have any money for you so you'd have to fund yourself." 
Obviously, university out here is like $40,000 and I was like, "Well, that's not going to work." 
(Athlete)
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Preparing Athletes For Migration
Once athletes have chosen to migrate to the US and selected a college to attend, there are 

sometimes practitioners who will help to prepare them for the transition. 

Transition Mapping

Transition mapping can be a good tool to enable athletes to understand what might 

change. 

The two gingerbread men images can be used for athletes to draw how their  life looks 

right now including how they feel, what they do, what skills they have, their location and 

the people surrounding them. They then fill out the second gingerbread man for how your 

life will look after migrating overseas. 

This process can also help you to identify key areas they need to work on in order to 

prepare for the transition, including: 

Before Transition After Transition

Physical preparation 

• Strength training

• Experience competing at a higher (senior) 

level 

• Experience of different styles of play 

Mental preparation 

• Life skills development (independence)

• Cooking skills 

• Organisation 

• Strategies for coping with adversity



Preparing Athletes For Migration
Best Practice Examples
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Collaborating with US practitioners
“There's a young player who's going to [US]. Their coaching team are very keen to actually 
connect with our performance team. Then also liaise on the journey of what the player 
needs, keeping in contact with what they're seeing and what they're working on. Then also 
reviewing that as it goes along. They're really interested in having this open dialogue and 
relationship with the player's existing coach over here, and then themselves… I actually 
went through a player plan with this player and I shared the plan with his [US coach]. then 
immediately you just feel that that connectivity is going to be much better for that player's 
experience than the ones that go out and get isolated, get lost.” (Performance Director)

Visiting US colleges
“We both are going on visits to the colleges just to meet the coaches and discuss 
programming and stuff like that. That's really helpful because it means when they've got 
athletes in there, they're more than happy to talk to you about it and help them out 
because obviously, they [the athletes] have to submit stuff [test scores] for us. They [US 
coaches] will provide that opportunity for them in the program. As soon as an athlete goes 
to a university and you are quite interested in for potential, we'll make contact with their 
coach.” (UK Coach)

Provide additional support
“We had one lad a couple of years ago who went out, who was finding it tough, and the 
coach and I would have some conversations... Just to help with the rehab program, we think 
we know what we want if somebody gets a certain type of injury. We can try and influence, 
if you like… I was writing the program for remote delivery, but that was agreed with their 
coach, because I had that relationship. He was happy for me to do that to the point that 
this young man was ready to get back [and compete] again… Because they [US coaches] 
might have 40 athletes on their roster, sometimes if one gets injured, it's not that 
important to them. They’ll pull another one about equal standard to replace them. But 
those athletes, they were definitely people we need back here and I will need to make sure 
that they are doing the proper rehab stuff with us.” (UK Coach)

Regular check ins 
“We basically then form a line of 
communication with them [athletes] 
throughout the seasons, effectively, just 
finding out general progress, generally by 
email or WhatsApp. I'll just keep in touch 
basically, just try and check in with them all at 
least once a month via email or message just 
to find out how they're progressing through 
uni.” (Talent Development Manager)
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The following experiences are an amalgamation of stories from research conducted with 

US student-athletes. The first case study outlines a negative experience of the US and the 

second outlines a positive experience. These case studies could be shared with athletes to 

highlight the realities of this route

I went through the process of finding schools that were interested and talking to the 

coaches. It was flattering when a coach was interested in you and exciting having people 

talking about which colleges you’re considering. 

I’d mostly been approached by division II coaches and one division I school, Juke University 

[pseudonym]. I’d heard people saying that division I was the best conference with the best 

players, so I thought I had to go to Division 1. It all sounded incredible, the facilities, the 

support, the coaching team. 

When I got there, it all just started to unravel. My team was great, but no one was from the 

UK, I was the only international student athlete, and no one really understood what 

moving halfway across the world was like. I felt completely alone. 

Back in the UK, before I moved, when 

you’re on the bus or in the changing 

rooms, people would always talk about 

the US: “Have you looked into the US 

route? Have you heard there are US 

recruiters coming to watch the game?”. 

When you thought about the older 

athletes (who were 18 when I was 16), 

all the most talented ones had gone to 

the US. I wanted to be one of them. 

Negative Experience of the US

Athlete Case Studies
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And, honestly, I didn’t understand them [my teammates] a lot of the time either. You think 

our cultures, the British and the American, are really similar because we share a lot of 

popular culture. But, a lot of the things they found funny I didn’t get and I would make a 

sarcastic joke, but they would think I was just being mean. 

A lot of them would talk about the dates they’d been on with their boyfriends or girlfriends, 

but mine was still at home. That made me feel even more alone and miss home.

Physically, it was tough right from the beginning. I don't think my body was ready for the 

amount of training the coaching team put you through and how hard they push you in every 

session.

I’d never lifted weights in the gym before I left home, but all of the other girls on the team 

had been doing it for years in their high school. They just told me I had to do 3 sets of 5 reps 

at 80% of my 1 rep max. I didn’t know what any of that meant or even how to set up any of 

the equipment.

I felt completely useless and like I was a long way behind them all in my athletic 

development. It made me question how good of an athlete I really was. I wish I’d known 

about that side of the training. Then I could have done something to prepare myself 

mentally and physically; so that I’d be able to put my body through what needed to be done 

to meet the coaching team’s expectations.

On top of that, on my course, the style of teaching was very different from what I was used 

to. Rather than in the UK, where you have all your assessments at the end of the year, I had 

an exam or an assignment nearly every week. It was exhausting to try keep on top of. Just 

cramming for a test and then moving on to the next.

Plus, the way the system works, everyone has to take certain classes no matter what course 

they are on. Some of the classes I just wasn’t interested in. I was in song writing class. How 

is that going to help me build a career in sport? I just couldn’t see the benefit of going to 

class, so I was not motivated to do the work.

The season started but I wasn’t getting selected for the team. It was really frustrating to 

have come all this way to compete, and I wasn’t getting an opportunity to.
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We flew across to New York for a game, then we flew down to Florida for another game, 

then we flew all the way back to Washington in a week. It all sounds great, getting the 

opportunity to travel and see places. But that’s really tough for someone that's not playing. 

I’d sit on a 2-hour flight to then sit on the side.

I found myself sat on the bench daydreaming and not paying attention to the sport that I 

love. That had never happened to me before. 

After a year or so, I still wasn’t getting selected. I asked the coach for some feedback. They 

told me: “If I wasn’t doing anything better than the other athletes, how would I ever expect 

to be selected?”

That really beat me up because I felt like I was at the right level, that I was good enough to 

compete. It was demoralizing. What more could I do? 

After receiving that feedback, everything to do with sport just felt hopeless. I stopped 

wanting to work out, which isn’t like me. I didn't want to go to the gym. I didn't want to do 

anything. I felt really flat and unmotivated to do anything. I was just in my room all the 

time. It was then I was like, "What am I doing here?" 

It's put a massive toll on me as a person. My mental health has been negatively affected. I 

love sport and I always have but I just completely fell out of love with it because of the 

environment I was in. That was the deciding point of, "I'm going to move." 

Looking back on it, I did meet some of my goals: 

to play division I in America, to be a student-

athlete, and to move to another country. The 

whole experience wasn’t anything like what I 

expected or what I felt I was promised from 

other people and from the coaches when they 

recruited me. 

But all of that, what I wanted to achieve in sport 

has changed now. It’s less about trying to go 

professional or reach a certain number. It’s more 

about finding my love for the sport again and 

just being happy in myself. I realize now that my 

happiness is more important to me
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Everyone only ever had something positive to say when you brought up the US. I would 

just sit and listen, almost with my eyes glistening, thinking “How amazing would that 

be?”.

Some of them hadn’t even been to the US, but they were all so optimistic and convinced 

that I would have a good time. I still did my own research and quickly realized how many 

different options there were. Different conferences, different levels, different schools - all 

offering different things.

Positive Experience of the US

First, I thought about what was 

important to me. Number 1, I wanted a 

school where I knew I would play 

going into my freshman year—I was 

really sure on this one. If I move 

halfway around the world, I want to 

play, I don’t just want to practice every 

single day. Second, I wanted a school 

with European athletes on the team so 

people would be in the same situation 

as me.

For me, going from England to America when you're 18, there’s a lot to take in - there 

were a lot of things I’d never experienced before. A lot of the slang the other players used,

I didn’t know what it meant. There seemed to be these rules and a hierarchy within the 

team that wasn’t spoken about. It was all really daunting, and I was just submerged in a 

culture that I wasn’t used to.

It was intimidating but also, I was just like, “wow this is pretty amazing”. This is something 

that my friends from home won’t have experienced for themselves. I’m lucky in that sense 

and I just tried to absorb it and learn from it as much (and as quickly) as possible. 
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When I went out there, I was pretty 

skinny. Physically, I knew I had to get 

stronger. So, I was definitely up for a 

challenge with the training for sure. I 

wanted to improve. It was one of the 

reasons I picked the US, because I 

knew it would challenge me. I was 

hungry for that. 

I knew there were always going to be 

highs and there'd be lows. There 

would have been highs and lows if I’d 

stay in the UK. Nothing is a smooth 

journey. The hardest thing was 

probably the intensity of every 

training session. There was no break, 

hardly. 

I originally picked to study international business because it worked best with my training 

schedule. But, at the end of my first year, I worked out that I wanted to coach so I changed 

my major. From then on, I got straight A's. It was so much easier to get motivated when I 

was passionate about my classes.  

I’d be up at 530am, at practice 6 till 8 then a quick shower. I’d then go to my classes 

pretty much all day, before going back to training after. I’d get back at about 8, eat and 

then just be exhausted and go to bed. 

The coaching style was definitely very different to what I was used to back home. It felt 

like I was being pushed to the limit, but the coaches didn’t seem to see that. It was just 

what was expected of you. It's kind of like anything they ask you to do, you have to do it, 

there's no question about it. It made me feel like a number or a commodity rather than a 

person. 
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In my senior year, there were some big changes in the team, a lot of senior players left the 

year before and a lot of new players came in. All of a sudden I wasn't getting selected 

anymore. I was annoyed because I thought I was better than some of the kids that were 

playing. I felt let down by the coaching team. It felt like they would rather pick someone 

else than support me to develop. I’d been loyal to them for four years, but now they were 

playing freshmen in my position. 

You then start to think, “well what is my role in the team now? I did see the sports 

psychologist they helped me to see that my role in the team had changed, but that was ok. 

I was interested in coaching so I shifted to having that kind of role in the team. Helping 

the freshmen settle in and develop, I was in their position only a few years ago, I know 

what it’s like. I started to mentor them more, rather than just seeing them as competition 

who were stealing my place. 

Overall, my time there was positive. I think just in general having that experience of living 

somewhere, completely different culture. I think I learned a lot of my life skills. You look 

back now, and you think that that's made me a little bit stronger just being challenged 

mentally and physically. It did set me up for a good career as a coach, just knowing what 

hard work you need to put in. But also knowing that it doesn’t always go your way and 

learning to ride those ups and downs really. 
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Summary

The purpose of this guide is to inform practitioners of the key issues 
and considerations surrounding the US route. 

We hope that this practical guide can empower practitioners to take a 
proactive approach to supporting their athletes in making an 
informed decision around the US college route. The guide makes 
recommendations to practitioners for all stages of the recruitment 
and migration process. 

A practitioner’s guide to the US collegiate system
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